background: Predicting the evolutionary potential of natural tree populations requires the estimation of heritability and genetic correlations among traits on which selection acts, as differences in evolutionary success between species may rely on differences for these genetic parameters. In situ estimates are expected to be more accurate than measures done under controlled conditions which do not reflect the natural environmental variance.
Introduction
Natural populations live in constantly changing environments that trigger natural selection and contribute to genetic changes of phenotypic traits. Evolutionary changes of traits are constrained by the level of genetic variation and by genetic correlations with other traits. Heritability is a standardized measure of genetic variation, and is a pivotal genetic parameter used in theoretical and practical oriented genetic investigations in domesticated and wild organisms (Visscher, 2008; Lynch and Walsh, 1998) . The estimation of heritability builds on the comparison of phenotypic resemblance of relatives with their genetic relatedness (Lynch and Walsh, 1998) . In most domesticated species submitted to artificial selection, heritability was assessed in families with known pedigree generated by controlled crosses. In trees, because the long lifetime of individuals prevents from making controlled crosses, a traditional 10 approach is to collect progenies from open pollination on mother trees and estimate genetic variance in a common garden with a half-sib family design. This procedure has been proven to bias additive variance estimates due to a bad estimation of relatedness among individuals (Gauzere et al., 2013) . In populations undergoing natural selection, where pedigree relationships are unknown, alternative approaches to estimate relatedness among individuals were implemented, making use of genetic markers (Mousseau et al., 1998; Ritland, 2000) . However these attempts mainly 15 based on a few dozen of microsatellites were disappointing, as variation of relatedness in situ was limited and the sampling variance of relatedness between individuals was still too high to provide reliable estimates of heritability (Coltman, 2005) . More recently next generation sequencing allowed to call thousands of markers thus improving the estimation of genomic relatedness (Robinson et al., 2013; Vinkhuyzen et al., 2013) . As shown in recent reports stemming from wild or domesticated organisms, a few thousand markers are sufficient to access the realized relatedness 20 among individuals (Bérénos et al., 2014; Stanton-geddes et al., 2013) . Thus, at least theoretically, the estimation of the additive variance of traits in natural population of trees at unique time points became possible. We aimed at implementing this approach in long-lived forest trees as oaks.
However, the tentative use of heritability for predicting evolutionary shifts in wild populations undergoing natural or human mediated selection pressures is constrained by other theoretical and biological limitations (Charmantier 25 et al., 2014; Kruuk, 2004) . Spatial genetic structure may build in naturally regenerated forest stands and add up to the ecological structure (Bontemps et al., 2016; Kruuk and Hadfield, 2007) . Ecological and spatial genetic structures may lead to potential common environment effects, and non independence of genetic and environmental effects may thus increase biases of the genetic variance. This issue can be tackled by the ecological description of the study plot with a recording of the spatial distribution of the trees. Hence, ecological and spatial source of variation can be 30 explicitly introduced in the statistical model aiming at estimating the genetic variance. Finally, the contribution of environmental variance to heritability, which is likely to be inflated under natural settings, has challenged its use in evolutionary studies and lead to the use of evolvability, an alternative parameter to account for the evolutionary potential of populations (Hansen et al., 2011) . On the other hand, besides limitations there are also assets for assessing heritability in situ in forest trees. As trees are long-lived species, two or even more generations of trees may actually retrieve geographic position of each tree over the stand as well as the characterization of five environmental variables (Truffaut et al., 2017) . Finally progeny tests and clonal collections stemming from the same stand were earlier established thus allowing to compare heritability estimates between in situ and ex situ settings. The study forest stand therefore offered an ideal design for addressing methodological and biological issues regarding genetic variation in natural populations of trees. At the methodological level, we focused our investigations on methods for assessing parameters of genetic variation in situ, and comparing in situ with ex situ estimates. Indeed previous studies in 55 trees have shown that heritability estimates can vary widely depending on experimental conditions (i.e. in situ or in common garden Castellanos et al. (2015) ). At the biological level, we explored a large spectrum of traits involved in various functions putatively contributing to the adaptive value of oak trees: growth, phenology, water metabolism, morphology, secondary metabolites composition and wood structure. Thanks to decades of research in this forest stand (Truffaut et al., 2017) , phenotypes of these trees were dissected in multiple traits in order to grasp the distribution of genetic variation at a broad scale.
To sum up, the goals of the current study were thus threefold: (1) Implement and compare methods for assessing the additive genetic variance (heritability and evolvability) in oak forests. (2) Describe the distribution of heritability and evolvability across traits having different functional and adaptive values and analyze genetic correlations among traits.
(3) Examine whether the distribution of heritability and evolvability exhibits notable species differences in 65 line with their expected response to ongoing environmental changes and their current demography trajectories.
2 Material and Methods 2.1 Study population : first and second generations in situ (Figure 1 ).
The studied forest stand is a mixed oak population composed of Q. petraea and Q. robur in the Petite Charnie forest in North West of France and covers 5.19 ha (square of 230 x 226 m). Intensive investigations have been conducted 70 during the past three decades in this even aged stand addressing spatial genetic structure, mating system, gene flow, hybridization and species dynamics over two successive generations (Bacilieri et al., 1994 (Bacilieri et al., , 1996 Streiff et al., 1998; Truffaut et al., 2017) . The present study benefited from the previous results and extends over two successive generations of the stand. Detailed background information on the study stand is provided in Truffaut et al. (2017) and Appendix 1. Generation one (G1) consists of 422 hundred-year-old trees (196 Q. petraea and 226 Q. robur ) that 75 mated naturally to produce generation 2 (G2) between 1989 and 2001. As the saplings of G2 got established, a clear cut of the parental canopy was done between 1998 and 2001. The saplings were extremely dense and a systematic sampling of 2510 saplings (one every 3 to 6 m.) was implemented to reconstruct half or full sib families for the estimation of the additive genetic variance, while admixed individuals were discarded from the analysis. A parentage analysis was therefore conducted which resulted in the selection of a subset of 370 saplings of Q. petraea and 390 of 80 Q. robur, corresponding to 169 full sib (FS) and half sib (HS) families in Q. petraea and 233 FS and HS families in Q. robur (Appendix 1) used for the estimation of heritability and evolvability. All trees of G1 and G2 were mapped by recording their GPS coordinates, using post-processed differential corrections. As described in Truffaut et al. (2017) , a floristic survey (119 plant species) conducted in 1992 in 34 plots distributed systematically according to a grid system allowed to derive indicator values of key ecological characteristics : pH, soil moisture, ratio of carbon 85 to nitrogen (C/N) and organic matter content for each sampling plot. These variables were further downscaled to the level of each tree of G1 and G2 after mapping the distribution of the indicator values by kriging (Supplemental material Methods S2 in Truffaut et al. (2017) ). Altitude was also recorded for each tree.
Study population : first and second generations ex situ (Figure 1).
Before the final cut of the G1 trees, between 1995 and 2001, scions were collected on the 298 remaining trees and 90 grafted in an ex situ conservation collection located in a State Nursery of Guéméné Penfao (latitude: 47.631 • N; longitude: 1.892 • W). Multiple clonal copies were done for each genotype, but grafting was not always successful. Thus only 147 G1 Q. robur genotypes and 116 G1 Q. petraea genotypes with a mean number of 2.93 copies per genotype were successfully propagated by grafting. The grafts were planted in a fully randomized design. Besides the conservation collection of the G1 trees, a common garden experiment comprising open pollinated progenies of 95 G1 trees was also set up. In the fall 1995, 28 open pollinated (OP) progenies of Q. robur and 23 OP progenies of Q. petraea were collected and raised in the State Nursery of Guéméné Penfao and transplanted in march 1998 back in the Petite Charnie State Forest near the study stand comprising the G1 trees. Two common garden experiments corresponding to the two species were planted next to each other according to an incomplete block design (Appendix 2). A parentage analysis was performed to assign parents to the offspring using genotypic arrays obtained with 12 100 microsatellite loci using CERVUS v.3.0.7 (Marshall et al., 1998) and published in an earlier paper (Lagache et al., 2013) . The parentage analysis was conducted assuming no errors in genotyping (a strict exclusion analysis: 0.0 error rate) and a high confidence level (95%). All female parents were confirmed by the parentage analysis, and male parents were identified for 641 and 982 offspring of Q. petraea and Q. robur (Appendix 2), which constitute the sample material for estimating heritability in the ex situ progeny test.
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Ex situ
In situ Table 1 : Description of each trait analysed in the study. "Distribution" represents whether the trait followed a gaussian or exponential distribution (see analysis details in material and methods). "Measure per ind" is the number of measure per genotype."Gen" stands for Generation 1 or 2. "Conditions" indicates whether the trait was measured in situ or ex situ (CC : conservation collection, CG : common garden). Q. petraea and Q. robur : the number of phenotyped individuals. 2.3 Phenotypic assessments in generation G1 (Table 1) 
Growth
We took advantage of the final removal cut of G1 trees to assess numerous dimensional phenotypic traits of these 100 year old trees. Cutting operations were subdivided over three years (December 1998 to March 2001 which facilitated the recording of traits. Circumference (CIRC) at breast height was recorded before the trees were felled, and the 110 total height (HGHT) of the trees was assessed once they were felled. Two 10 cm wide sections (section 1 and 2) were collected on the main stem between 1.30 m to 1.50 m from the ground level for later assessments in the lab. Section 1 was used for measuring all yearly tree ring widths on four radius along the four cardinal directions, and for assessing wood density (see paragraph Structure -Wood density). Ring width (RWDTH) and ring surface (RSURF) was recorded for each ring in each individual. Section 2 was subsequently used for extracting and analysing secondary 115 metabolites composition of the wood (see paragraph Defence: secondary metabolites).
Reproductive success
Reproductive success (NOFF) of each tree of G1 was estimated by performing a parentage analysis based on 80 SNP loci, and using stringent parameters, assuming no errors in genotyping (a strict exclusion analysis: 0.0 error rate) and a high confidence level (95%) (see Truffaut et al. (2017) for further details). Reproductive success of a parent 120 tree corresponded to the number of living offspring it produced as male or as female parent (Appendix 1) .
Phenology
Male and female flowering (MFLW and FFLW) of each single tree was monitored every three days in spring 1990, every 14 days in spring 1991 and every 7 days in spring 1992 (Bacilieri et al., 1994) . Floral development was recorded in the upper part of the crown with a telescope with 25x or 40x magnification using a grading system with five 125 classes from early (1) to late (5) flowering stage. From these observations, a flowering date for male and female flowers was computed, separately for 1990, 1991 and 1992 (date in Julian days at which flowers attain the stage 3, i.e. catkins releasing pollen for males and receptive flowers when the pistil exhibits a bright red colour for females). Leaf unfolding (LU) of apical buds was monitored in April 2016 in the ex situ grafted conservation collection by scoring the stage of development (5 classes) using the protocol of Vitasse et al. (2009) . LU was used as an assessment 130 of the phenological development of the vegetative apical bud. Two measures were used: LUs is the score at each observation date, and LU d is the date of unfolding in julian days derived from LUs. Leaf senescence (LS) was also assessed in the late season of 2016 in the ex situ collection. Starting on October 26th and ending on November 21st, the percentage of leaves turning yellow or falling was visually scored on each tree, and leaf senescence was considered to be completed when more than 50% of the crown turned yellow. LS is the date in julian days at which 135 senescence was complete. We computed the growing season length (GSL) as the number of days from leaves unfolding to senescense (GSL = LS − LU d ). In January 1998 and February 2000, leaf retention (MAR for marcescence) within the canopy of the trees was assessed in situ using a scoring method from 0 to 5.
Physiology
Branches (about 50 cm in length) were cut in the upper crown of the grafts located in the ex situ conservation 140 plantation using a pole pruner in summer 2016. Branches were wrapped after collection in sealed plastic bags to avoid desiccation and transported to the lab. Leaf area was measured on 6 to 8 leaves collected on the branches using a desktop scanner (Expression 10000 XL, Epson, Japan) and WinFolia software (Regent Instruments Inc., Quebec, Canada) and averaged to obtain mean leaf area (MLA). Leaves were then dried in an oven at 65 • C up to reach constant mass. Specific Leaf Area (SLA) was then measured as the ratio between leaf area and dry mass. The same leaves were used for determining the carbon and nitrogen content (C and N g/kg, respectively) and assessing stable isotopic composition (δ 13 C and δ 15 N respectively) following the procedure described in Torres-Ruiz et al. (in prep) , according to the formula:
where δ stands for δ 13 C or δ 15 N and R is the ratio 13 C/ 12 C or 15 N/ 14 N .
Resilience
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Resilience components of the trees were assessed by scanning the response of tree cambial growth after a severe disturbance. The method consisted in comparing ring width before, during and after so called negative pointer years when the disturbance occurred (Lloret et al., 2011) . We used the whole data set of tree rings available over 100 years to identify 7 and 10 negative pointer years in Q. petraea and Q. robur, respectively (Appendix 3). The following three resilience components were calculated. Resistance (RET): inverse of ring width reduction during 155 the disturbance. Recovery (REC): increased ring width after the disturbance relative to the minimum ring width during the disturbance, which expresses the ability of tree growth to recover after the disturbance. Resilience (REL): ring width after recovery relative to ring width before the disturbance, which reflects the ability of trees to reach pre-disturbance growth levels (Folke et al., 2004) . Resilience components were derived from tree ring analysis for three periods of the lifetime of a tree: the juvenile period before age 30, the intermediate period when trees were 160 between 30 and 60 years old and the mature stage when trees were older than 60 years (Appendix 3).
Structure -Wood density
Two radial wood bars (6cm thickness) extending from the cambium to the core of the tree were randomly delineated and extracted from section 1 collected on the stem (see paragraph Growth) and were saturated in water during 48 hours and later dried at 100 • C during 28 hours. Wood density (WD) of G1 trees was assessed as infradensity by 165 taking the ratio of the dry weight to the water saturated volume of the bars (Guilley, 2000).
Foliar morphology
Leaf morphology data were extracted from a previous study (Kremer et al., 2002) . The data comprise nine raw traits (LL: lamina length, PL: petiole length, LW: lobe width, SW: sinus width, WP: length of lamina at largest width, NL: number of lobes, NV: number of intercalary veins, BS: basal shape of the lamina, HR: pubescence) and five synthetic 170 traits computed from the previous nine (OB: lamina shape obversity, PR: petiole ratio, LDR: lobe depth ratio, PV: percentage venation, LWR: lobe width ratio). Data were available for five leaves collected in the upper part of the crown within each tree sampled in situ.
Defence : secondary metabolites
Wood metabolite compounds were analysed from section 2 collected on the stem of all adult trees ; to do so a 10 cm wide diametral strip was extracted from the section, and wood shaving was carried out at its two extremities (excluding sapwood). Wood shavings from about 35 to 40 rings were used for subsequent extractions and analysis of the compounds either by HPLC (for ellagitannins, Prida et al. (2006) ) or GC/MS (for other volatile compounds Prida et al. (2007) ). In total 21 compounds were identified. While their ecological roles have not yet been studied in oaks, tannins and volatile compounds are suspected to be involved in tree resistance to insect and pathogens, and 180 chemical signaling (Tumlinson, 2014) . (Table 1) A subset of traits was also assessed on the 370 and 390 trees of Q. petraea and Q. robur sampled in situ within G2 or in the common garden for estimating heritability. Besides the age related differences between G1 (about 100 years old) and G2 (14 to 26 years old), there were also some differences in the procedures and protocols used for assessments in G2 in comparison to G1. Total height (HGHT) was assessed in situ on the standing saplings using a vertex, and in the common garden using a pole. Leaf unfolding (LUs) was monitored in situ on April 11-12 2017 and in common garden on 16 April 2002 and on 14 and 21 April 2011, by scoring the stage of development of the apical bud (from 0 to 5). There was not enough observation time points to transform LUs into LU d . We thus only analyzed LUs in the second generation. Wood density (WD) was measured in situ on the increment cores by
Phenotypic assessments in generation G2
using an x-ray image calibration procedure. Increment cores were exposed to X rays and were then scanned with a microdensitometer following the procedure by Polge and Nicholls (1972) . To get one measure per individual for better comparison between generations, we used the mean of all the cores for each individuals, multiplied by 1000. We used the same cores to estimate ring width (RWDTH) and surface (RSURF). Physiology related traits were measured in situ following the same protocol than for G1.
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A summary table of all traits assessed in the two generations and in the different experiments (in situ, conservation collection, common garden experiment) is provided in Table 1 .
Estimation of the additive genetic variance using the animal model
We used the animal model to estimate the additive variance in the different experimental settings (see Figure 2a for a summary of experimental settings). There are two different models that were applied to the data, depending on 200 the experimental design (i.e. in situ or ex situ ):
Model 1 corresponds to in situ estimations while model 2 was used for estimations in ex situ settings. Y is the vector of phenotypic traits, µ is the population mean, X, W , Z and S are incidence matrices related to each effect, β is the fixed competition effect, γ is the fixed environmental effect, δ is the random spatial effect either associated 205 to a covariance structure among individuals for model 1 or independent effects in model 2, a is the random additive genetic effect associated with a covariance structure among individuals computed differently if relatedness information is available among all individuals (i.e. in natural population and in the ex situ conservation collection of G1) or if the only relatedness information available is the mother-offspring pedigree relationship (i.e. for offspring in the ex situ common garden), and is the residual effect. The main parameter we want to estimate with these models is the 210 variance of the additive genetic effect Va, a ∼ N (0, CVa)
where C is the additive genetic relationship matrix, corresponding to the non genetic independence of individuals. From the animal model, we can estimate heritability as Va/Vp where Vp is the phenotypic variance. Usually Vp is estimated as the sum of variance of all the random effects (and heritability computed this way is called h 2 calc ). However, heritability estimates are highly dependent on the fixed effects included in the model (Wilson, 2008) , and 215 all designs do not include the same fixed effects. For heritability estimates to be comparable between traits and experimental designs, we thus decided to calculate also the observed phenotypic variance value, computed directly from phenotypes (heritability called h 2 obs ). We also computed evolvability (Ia) as Va/x 2 where x 2 is the squared population phenotypic mean (Hansen et al., 2011) , which is an estimate less dependent on environmental variance than heritability. However, this way of computing evolvability is meaningless for traits measured on an interval 220 scale (Hansen et al., 2011 ) (e.g. for julian days). Also, for isotopic compositions, mean scaled additive variances are dependent on the standard used for the determination of isotopic composition (see section 2.3.4) (Brendel, 2014) . Thus evolvability was not reported for some phenology and physiology traits.
The estimation of additive genetic variance was done with a linear mixed model (LMM) enabling for a covariance structure between random effects (usually denoted as the animal model), implemented in the R package breedR under the function remlf90 (Muñoz and Sanchez, 2018) . This is an estimation based on restricted maximum likelihood. We took account of spatial autocorrelation among phenotypes including a spatial random effect and environmental variables were included as fixed effects. We report here the estimated values of heritability and evolvability as well as the 95% confidence intervals (CI) obtained by bootstraping 1000 times with data simulation using a modified version of the function breedR.sample.phenotype (see breedR tutorial for details) taking quantiles 2.5% and 97.5% of the bootstrap distribution. Bootstrap estimations of confidence intervals are indeed recommended when using LMM models with restricted maximum likelihood (Schweiger et al., 2016) . The fit of animal model was compared to the fit of the same model without the additive genetic effect according to their AIC values with to the formula ∆AIC = AIC withoutgenetic − AIC f ull A positive ∆AIC reflects that including genetic additive effect in the model increases model fitting, while a negative value shows that the data are better explained without the additive effect. The same was done estimate the importance 225 of the spatial random effect.
For traits with longitudinal or repeated measures, the genotype (or individual) effect was simply included via introducing an individual effect. Model 1 and model 2 become therefore
where d is the individual non genetic effect, U the corresponding incidence matrix and is now the within 230 individual residual effect (due to the replicated assessments over years or over samples within a tree). For such traits the phenotypic variance to compute heritability does not include V .
Genotype as random effect
The genetic relationships structure between individuals (C matrix in eq. (3)) can be either introduced as a theoretical relationship coefficient among individuals derived from pedigree information or as the effective genomic relatedness estimated with multiple genetic markers (Kruuk, 2004) . One generation pedigree relationships were inferred from parentage analysis between G2 saplings and G1 trees and were reported in earlier companion publications (Lagache et al. (2013) for ex situ G2 saplings, and Truffaut et al. (2017) for in situ G2 saplings). The relatedness information extracted from pedigree, denoted as A matrix was thus useful to estimate heritability from G2 offspring. We estimated pedigree relationship for all G2 individuals with at least one parent retrieved from parentage analysis, while results for individuals with both parents known are presented in appendix. Genomic relatedness was estimated among G1 individuals in a previous study (Lesur et al., 2018) following the method by Van Raden (2008) and using multiple SNP markers derived from target sequence capture. Relatedness was computed separately for each species and using 6 different sets of SNPs selected according to different thresholds of Minimum Allele Frequencies (MAF: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.3 and 0.4) representing 33,000 to 1,500 markers (Appendix 4). In what follows, the genomic relatedness matrix is called G matrix and was used to estimate the additive genetic variance in the G1 population, by replacing C by G in equation (3). When phenotypic information was available for two generations but genomic information is lacking for one generation (e.g. pedigree was missing for the first generation or genomic data were missing for the second), one can combine the genetic information from the first generation with the pedigree information from the second. We thus combined genomic relatedness of G1 with theoretical relatedness of G2 in a global H matrix according to the formula:
where A11 is the part of pedigree matrix containing non genotyped individuals, A22 is the part of the pedigree matrix containing the genotyped individuals and A12 and A21 are the pedigree relationships between genotyped and non a covariance structure between neighbourhood plots. In the natural population individuals were not regularly distributed; we thus artificially separated the study plot into a 10*10 grid where each individual was assigned to a square of the grid according to its coordinates. Thus individuals occurring in the same square shared the same spatial effect. For the ex situ conservation collections, spatial information was available as blocks and lines, with 2 blocks each one containing 1 to 11 lines. For physiological traits measured ex situ, spatial information was missing so we did not include a spatial effect in the model. In the ex situ common garden experiment, spatial information was also available 245 as blocks with 90 blocks. These nested effects were introduced in the model as classical random effect without a covariance structure.
Competition as fixed effect
The uneven spatial distribution of standing trees in situ may have generated varying competitive interactions between trees, which in turn may have contributed to the variation of the phenotypic traits we have assessed. We accounted 250 for the competitive interactions by computing for each tree the Hegyi competitive index (Hegyi, 1974; Contreras et al., 2011) as:
Di Dj × Distij (7) with n the number of trees within the neighborhood of the subject tree j (neighborhood of the subject tree is a circle of radius 10 meters), Dj the diameter at breast height of the subject tree, Di the diameter at breast height of tree i standing in the neighborhood of the subject tree and Distij the distance between subject tree and tree i. C 255 was included as a fixed effect variable.
Environmental variables as fixed effect
In the in situ natural population, five environmental variables (i.e. altitude, pH, soil moisture, organic matter soil content and carbon/ nitrogen ratio) were recorded by kriging at the level of each individual (Truffaut et al., 2017) . These environmental variables are highly correlated, which may cause problems in linear regressions for parameter 260 estimation. To remove colinearity among these variables, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) with all phenotyped individuals and used the first principal component as a fixed effect variable instead of the raw environmental variables. When no environmental variables were measured (ex situ populations), these variables were not included in the model.
Taking account of non-gaussian trait distribution 265
The model implemented in breedR stands for traits with a normal distribution only. However several traits showed an exponential distribution (see Table 1 ). In this case we log-transformed the phenotypic data and performed the animal model on the transformed data. Evolvability of the trait on the original scale is equivalent to the additive genetic variance of the transformed trait (Hansen et al., 2011) , and heritability of the original trait was computed with the function QGparams of the QGglmm R package (Villemereuil, 2018) . This function is designed to estimate 270 quantitative genetic parameters on the data scale when fitting a generalized linear mixed model. As our case is not a GLMM but a LMM fitted on log-transformed data, we used an exponential as the derivative of the inverse link function no distribution variance (see Villemereuil (2018) for details).
2.6 Summary of the models for estimating heritability and evolvability Figure 2 summarizes the different models used to estimate heritability and evolvability in the different experimental structured population based on pedigree reconstruction (M3, M4, M6, M7) where relatedness is on average higher and more variable, and finally models combining both (M5). While our main focus is to compare experimental designs to estimate additive variances in situ in natural populations (comparison of M1, M3 , M4 and M5), we took also advantage of the existing settings to compare estimates obtained between in situ and ex situ (comparison of M3 and M7), and over two generations (comparison of M1 and M3 and comparison of M2 and M7). Finally we compared heritability and evolvability among traits and species for the first generation (M1 and M2). 
Estimation of genetic correlations among traits
Finally, we estimated genetic correlations among traits. As different traits were assessed most of the time in different settings (Table 1) , bivariate mixed model could hardly be implemented, due to different fixed effects used in different models. Moreover breedR algorithm showed convergence problem for bivariate models and bayesian analyses with MCMCglmm was strongly dependent on the priors distribution suggesting that most of the information in bivariate 290 models comes from the priors. To overcome these difficulties, we extracted the BLUP (best linear unbiased predictor) of the breeding values from the univariate models random genetic effect. We then calculated Pearson correlation coefficients among breeding values of the different traits, although we acknowledge some drawbacks of using this method (Hadfield et al., 2010) .
The R scripts used for these analyses and details on phenotypic measures are available as supplementary material. of methods M3 and M7 shows that for leaf unfolding, heritability is lower when estimated in common garden than in situ (Figure 3a) , while a similar pattern can be observed in Q.petraea for height but not in Q. robur. However for all three traits (HGHT, CIRC and LUs), confidence intervals overlap over the two methods. Finally, confidence intervals are larger in situ than ex situ. There are clear unbalances in the sampling of parents between the two settings which may underpin the discrepancies of confidence intervals. Progeny tests comprise a limited number of families, but a 305 large number of sibs within family, while in situ family samples show the opposite trend (Appendix 1 and 2). The comparison of in situ and ex situ estimation was extended to the case when genetic relatedness among sibs in the G2 included also relatedness of the parents, thus providing deeper relatedness information over two generations ( Figure  3b ). We found no noticeable difference between the two methods, neither for the heritability nor for its confidence interval. 
In situ heritability estimations in an unstructured vs. family structured population
We compared estimates obtained within the G1 generation (M1) with those obtained in the G2 generation (M3, M4) and with those obtained by combining both generations (M5). Heritability estimates based on unstructured natural populations (M1) exhibit on average very large confidence intervals and highly variable estimates for the same traits among species (Figure 4a ) and show on average higher values than the other methods. Heterogeneity of estimates 315 across methods may be generated by the poor precision of estimations. Estimates based on family structured sets in M3 and M4 provide similar estimates across species and reduced confidence intervals in comparison to M1. There was no evidence for improved reduction of confidence intervals with deeper genetic relatedness and combined phenotypic assessments over the two generations (M5 versus M3,M4 and M1).
We tested whether estimates are comparable between both generations by comparing estimates from M1 vs. M3 320 and M4 (Figure 4a ) and M2 vs. M6 and M7 (Figure 4b ). For growth and wood density, heritability is higher when estimated on G1 (Figure 4a ). For leaf unfolding (measured in the conservation collection), heritability is also higher in generation G1 (Figure 4b ), but in both cases associated confidence intervals are much larger in G1. Finally it is worthwhile noting that more precise pedigree information in the second generation (methods M3, M4, M5 M6 and M7) tends to increase heritability values (Appendix 6). As indicated in the Method section, we used all second generation individuals with at least one parent known for heritability estimation, but when we restricted the analysis to individuals with both parents known, heritability values tended to increase (Appendix 6).
In situ heritability estimation using different G matrices
We compared heritability values based on the genomic relatedness matrix calculated with variable number of markers depending on the MAF threshold for SNP calling (from 1,500 SNPs with M AF > 40% to 32,500 with M AF > 1%, 330 Figure 5 ). We selected a panel of several traits across the different categories assessed in situ in the first generation to illustrate changes in heritability estimates. Whatever the trait and the species, the estimates are very stable when markers were selected for MAF varying from 1% to 15% (number of markers varied between 33,000 to 6,700). Discrepancies among estimates increased when higher threshold values for MAF were used, thus corresponding to a lower number of markers (from 1,400 to 3,000 Figure 5 : Comparison of heritability estimates (h 2 calc ) computed in situ in G1 (M1 or M2) with marker sets selected from different MAF thresholds, for circumference (a), leaf unfolding (b), carbon isotopic composition (c) and wood density (d) in Q. petraea and Q. robur. Bars represent the estimates of heritability and error bars represent the 95% CI obtained from 1000 bootstrap simulations. MAF thresholds of 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 30% and 40% correspond to 32047, 15274, 9502, 6753, 2849 and 1454 markers in Q. petraea and 33131, 16408, 10225, 7143, 3058 and 1561 markers in Q. robur. The grey scale corresponds to MAF thresholds, from darker (MAF=1%) to lighter grey (MAF=40%).
Genetic variation of traits measured in situ
Heritability vs. evolvability
We performed a batch analysis to estimate heritability and evolvability of all traits measured in situ, or ex situ in the conservation collection (which is a replicated copy of the G1 generation) (methods M1 and M2 Table 1 ). Parameter 340 estimation with methods M3 to M7 are presented in Appendix 5. There was at least one trait per species and category -except for resilience -that exhibited an important amount of genetic additive variance, encompassing a large range of variation of heritability (from 0.1219 to 0.8851 in Q. petraea and from 0.3871 to 0.8938 in Q. robur ) with very large confidence intervals. For most traits, heritability computed with the raw phenotypic variance (h 2 obs ) or the phenotypic variance computed as the sum of random effects variances (h 2 calc ) provided similar estimates, suggesting 345 that the fixed effects included in the models did not significantly change the phenotypic variance, except for flowering dates for which h 2 obs is far lower than h 2 calc . Evolvability values showed also different trends of variation across traits in comparison to heritability and Ia and h 2 are not correlated ( Figure 6 ). some traits harbour high heritability and low evolvability values (e.g. HGHT in Q. petraea) while other show the oposite pattern (e.g. MAR in Q. petraea). 
Differences between species and categories of traits
Regardless of the parameter considered (either heritability or evolvabilty) there is as much variation of genetic variation within a trait category than between the different categories. There is a slight trend towards lower genetic variation in secondary metabolite compounds and leaf morphological traits and higher genetic variation in phenology and growth traits, while physiological traits show intermediate values of heritability (Table 2 and 3). For resilience 355 traits, phenotypic variance was negligibly caused by genetic variance (low values of heritability and evolvability).
When comparing genetic variation between the two species, no major trend emerges, except the very large discrepancy for growth traits and physiological traits. All growth traits showed striking larger heritabilities in Q. petraea than in Q. robur, and vice versa for physiological traits. Heritability computed with the phenotypic variance estimated from the model (sum of variances of random effects); I a : Evolvability; method : the method as described in Figure 2a with which the trait was analysed; ∆AIC: ∆AIC between full model and model without additive effect (a positive value represent a better fit of the model with an additive effect). (exp) stands for traits with an exponential distribution. Numbers in brackets represent the 95% CI obtained from 1000 bootstrap simulations. Heritability computed with the phenotypic variance estimated from the model (sum of variances of random effects); I a : Evolvability; method : the method as described in Figure 2a with which the trait was analysed; ∆AIC: ∆AIC between full model and model without additive effect (a positive value represent a better fit of the model with an additive effect). (exp) stands for traits with an exponential distribution. Numbers in brackets represent the 95% CI obtained from 1000 bootstrap simulations. 
Genetic correlations among traits 360
We computed genetic correlations based on BLUPs estimates for the subset of traits that were assessed in the two successive generations (G1 and G2), thus allowing comparisons across different settings with deeper relatedness information (Figure 7) . For estimating genetic correlations, we privileged traits for which multiple observations were available in different experimental settings, given the overall low precision of heritability estimates suggesting that BLUPs may as well be estimated with low precision. We found consistent significant genetic correlations between 365 all growth traits in both species and in both experimental settings (either M1and M2 on the one hand or M4 on the other hand), which are expected given the allometric relationship between diameter and height. There was no correlation between growth traits and wood density (WD). LUs is negatively correlated to growth in the first generation, while the correlation becomes positive in the second generation for Q. robur. Finally there were also consistent negative correlations among some physiological related traits, as SLA (Specific Leaf Area) with δ 13 C 370 (carbon isotopic composition) and with C/N (ratio Carbon/Nitrogen content). These correlations were found in M1 or M2 (adult phenotypic traits) and also in M4 (juvenile phenotypic traits) and there were only slight differences between Q. petraea and Q. robur. Genetic correlations between all traits within each category are attached in Appendix 7, as estimated with M1 or M2. As expected , traits are highly correlated within a given category, for example growth traits and leaf morphology traits, particularly those that are related to leaf shape (LL,WP,SW).
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Flowering phenological traits (FFLW, MFLW) are also correlated to vegetative bud phenology (LUs, GSL). The length of the growing season is correlated both to the leaf unfolding and leaf senescence. Leaf retention (MAR) is correlated to senescence in both species and to flowering dates in Q. petraea only. A few secondary metabolites exhibit strong genetic correlations which cluster in two groups (VNL, CNFL, SYRG, PNTL, 2PHL) ont the one hand and (CSTG, VSCL ,VSCG) on the other hand. Interestingly these two groups exhibit also negative correlations. 
Discussion
In the present study we attempted to assess the evolutionary potential of phenotypic traits by estimating heritability, evolvability and genetic correlations in two different species of a mixed oak stand from North Western France. Our main objective was to explore ways of implementing different estimation methods directly in natural populations. We 385 therefore compared results under different experimental and ecological settings to which forest geneticists have access. We addressed in our comparisons mean estimates and their confidence intervals of the relevant genetic parameters. Despite substantial variations of heritability and evolvability estimates obtained with different methods and their large confidence intervals, there are important findings which can be summarized in five major outcomes, and which may help to improve future investigations: (i) in situ show wider confidence intervals than ex situ estimates, (ii) 390 assessments over two generations improve estimates of heritability, (iii) current sampling strategies are exposed to very large confidence intervals, (iv) levels of genetic variation varies moderately across different functional groups of traits, (v) genetic correlations are conserved in the two species.
In situ versus ex situ estimates
We included in our comparative analysis the more traditional procedure that consisted in raising progeny trials with 395 known parentage and under experimental designs with replicated blocks. Thus our comparisons considered estimates obtained with the same base population, and their offspring stemming from open pollinated progenies that grew in the same forest, either under the canopy of the parents after natural dispersion (in situ) or nearby in a plantation installed according an experimental design (ex situ). We found wider confidence intervals for heritabilities in the in situ setting than in the ex situ setting (Figure 3) , although they overlap. Everything else being equal, the differences 400 between the two settings include differences of sampling sizes (number of progenies, and number of offspring within progenies), differences in the spatial distribution of offspring, and differences in microenvironmental conditions. The ex situ experiment comprised a low number of progenies (less than 25 female parents), but a large number of offspring per female parent in contrast to the in situ case that comprised a very large number of families and a reduced number of offspring (less than 3 per family). The larger sample size in the ex situ setting can explain the narrower confidence 405 interval. Finally differences in confidence intervals may also be due to the higher environmental variances in non controlled conditions, eg in situ. The difference in heritability estimates between in situ and ex situ is quite low for growth traits, but more important for LUs, while CI overlap.The experimental differences between the two settings should have no effect on the heritability estimates (bias), unless the parents on which acorns were collected for the ex situ experiment were somehow selected. This cannot be entirely excluded as large trees may bear more seeds and 410 may have been unintentionally preferred during the acorn harvests operations. Selection of parents may indeed lead to underestimation of the additive variance Ponzoni and James, 1978) . Spatial distributions of the offspring differ substantially between the ex situ and the in situ settings. In the former, offspring are grouped in plots which are replicated in blocks, resulting in an almost completely randomized design. In the latter, offspring are preferentially grouped as seed are usually disseminated at short distances, however occasionally distant offspring 415 resulting from pollen dispersion of the parental gametes were also sampled when possible. Preferential sib grouping may result in confounding of genetic and environmental effects thus inflating the genetic variance. We attempted to limit the bias due to common environmental effects in three different ways: by explicitly introducing a random spatial component in the mixed model (Kruuk and Hadfield, 2007) , by accounting for microenvironmental covariates, and by sampling as much as possible distant offspring (this is similar to cross-fostering used in birds (Kruuk and Hadfield, 420 2007). Finally, despite that the two experiments were located in the same forest (Appendix 2), they occupy different parcels with potential differences in microenvironmental variation (that is accounted for by the spatial effect in model (M1) and (M2)). We suspect that either one of the three causes or their combination may underlie the differences observed in heritability values between the ex situ and in situ setting, but observe however that the relative ranking of heritability values among traits is conserved in the two experiments. 
Assessments over successive generations
The traditional approach in estimating the genetic variance of traits in a tree population with no background genetic information is to raise open pollinated progenies, assuming that parents were unrelated, and using phenotypic information of the offspring only. Here we upgraded this approach in two different ways: by reconstructing genetic relatedness over the two generations (genomic relatedness between parents plus pedigree relationships between 430 parent-offspring and among offspring, H matrix in (7), and by benefiting of phenotypic information of parents and offspring. Our results show that reconstructing genetic relatedness gave quasi-identical values of heritability whether comparisons were made in situ (M3 and M4) or ex situ (M6 and M7), see Figures 3 and 4. Theory and simulations predict that heritability is underestimated in the presence of pedigree errors when relatedness is poorly estimated (Morrissey et al., 2007) . Experimental results obtained in natural populations show no significant change (Bérénos et al., 2014; Akesson et al., 2008) , or a slight increase of heritability values when deeper and more precise relatedness is available (Perrier et al., 2018) . Indeed we noticed that better information of pedigree relationships increases heritability values. This was the case when we restricted heritability estimation in the second generation for offspring for which both parents were identified instead of including also offspring with one parent unknown (Appendix 6). Combining phenotypic information over two successive generations resulted in a decrease of heritability estimates 440 compared to measures on one generation only (M5 on Figure 4a ). It is worthwhile recalling that phenotypic records were taken at different ages in the two generations, given the obvious age structure in our study populations. G1 trees were about 100 years old, whereas G2 trees were between 14 to 26 years old. Estimating the genetic variance across the two generations assumes that genetic values at the different ages of given genotypes are the same or at least strongly correlated. There is however experimental evidence that age-age genetic correlation decrease when the 445 time lag increases, due to different gene or gene effects acting at different ages (Kremer, 1992; Rweyongeza, 2016) . Thus developmental related issues should also be addressed when estimating genetic variances of traits especially for long living species (Le Rouzic et al., 2013; Pigliucci, 2008) . Combining phenotypic information over successive generations -at different ages -should therefore be used with cautious, or limited to traits for which age-age genetic correlations are known.
Large confidence intervals
Our results overall show large confidence intervals, which may in part also contribute to the variation of the estimates themselves obtained with the different methods. Confidence intervals obtained in our case by bootstrapping can be compared with theoretical expectations derived under more simplified population sampling schemes. The sampling variance of heritability estimates in a population with only distantly related individuals (G1 in our case) was shown 455 to depend mainly on sample size and the variance of relatedness, and less to the population value of heritability itself (Vinkhuyzen et al., 2013; Visscher and Goddard, 2015) . Using their method and based on the observed variance of relatedness in our oak population (Appendix 4 and Lesur et al. (2018) ), we estimated the confidence intervals to amount to between 0.4 to 0.6 at each side of the estimated value of heritability. This covers almost the entire range of heritability as we observed using bootstrap estimations ( Figure 5 and Tables 2 and 3 ). In sib group designs, sampling 460 variances of heritability are inversely proportional to the number of families and to a lesser extent to the number of offspring per family, and depend also on the population value of heritability as well (Visscher and Goddard, 2015) . Using their analytical methods in case of half sib families applied to our sampling sizes in G2, predicted standard deviation of heritability amounted to 0.24 in the in situ setting, with only slight variation according to the true population heritability value. Predicted standard deviation for the ex situ case varied between 0.05 (when 465 heritability = 0.1) to 0.21 (when heritability = 0.28). These figures using simplified assumptions of half sib families in G2 support both the large and variable sampling variances that we have obtained with the boostrapping. They also confirm that the ex situ confidence intervals are expected to be lower than the in situ estimates given our sampling sizes imposed by the parentage analysis in the in situ case (Figure 1 ). However using more complete relatedness (H versus G and versus A matrix) did not improve the precision of heritability (Figure 4) nor was it the case when more 470 SNPs were used to assess genomic relatedness, as was also found in other cases (Perrier et al., 2018; Bérénos et al., 2014; Stanton-geddes et al., 2013) . The ultimate way of improving the precision of estimation is finally to increase sample sizes, especially if one generation estimations are foreseen. While phenotypic assessments of long lived species as trees are labour demanding, current plans for estimating heritability in situ are to use long term genetic plots as the ISPs (Intensive Study Plots) benefiting from earlier efforts conducted for recording adaptive related traits as 475 reproduction, growth or phenology (Gerber et al., 2014) . Sample sizes of adult trees in ISPs amount usually to a few hundreds, which are too limited for accurate estimates of genetic variances. Hence these plots should be extended either spatially (increasing the number of trees) or temporally (by adding the next generation). Indeed adding one generation, not only improves precision, but also reduces bias.
Variation of heritability and evolvability among trait categories and species 480
Despite the low statistical power due to limited sample sizes, and despite considering the spatial effect as random, we found important genetic variation for multiple traits investigated regardless of the biological function to which they contribute ( of genetic variation despite the high heritability values for some of them, while most leaf morphological traits and secondary metabolites show low heritability values. These patterns confirm earlier results derived from metanalysis conducted in progeny tests of trees (Cornelius, 1994) , but contradict theoretical prediction that fitness related traits (here growth, reproduction and phenology) would show lower genetic variation than morphological traits (Weigensberg and Roff, 1996; Price and Schluter, 1991) . While difference in heritability values may also be interpreted as differences 490 in environmental variance, evolvability is a standardized additive genetic variance and is therefore free from the environmental variance contribution and allows therefore also comparison with other species and traits (Hansen et al., 2011) . With a very few exceptions evolvability values observed in Q. petraea and Q. robur (Table 2 and 3) are above the mean values of reported studies across plants and animals ( Figure 5 in Hansen et al. (2011) ), thus suggesting large genetic variation residing within oak species. Following the lack of correlation between evolvability and heritability, our results indicate that there is still substantial genetic variation in fitness related traits as growth and reproduction-therefore offering support for future evolution. Finally, heritability and evolvability values show similar levels in the two species with the noticeable exception of fitness related traits (growth and reproduction mainly) that show opposite trends in both species. Indeed heritability (and evolvability) are much higher for height, diameter and reproductive success in Q. petraea than in Q. robur. Similarly one can also notice that genetic variation 500 is on average higher in Q. petraea for species diagnostic traits either morphological (BS,HR,NV and NL Kremer et al. (2002) ) or biochemical (CWSK Prida et al. (2006) ). However for physiological traits (δ 13 C which is also species diagnostic Brendel et al. (2008) ) heritability is higher for Q. robur on the first generation and for Q. petraea on the second. Interestingly these species show different demographic dynamics that have been interpreted as different responses to ongoing natural selection driven by climate change (Truffaut et al., 2017) . These selection pressures may 505 have eroded more drastically genetic variation in Q. robur that is currently shrinking demographically in the same forest (Truffaut et al., 2017) .
Genetic correlations
We found significant genetic correlation between traits within functional categories (Appendix 7) which may be due to either statistical, developmental, structural, functional or evolutionary correlations (Armbruster et al., 2014) .
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With a very few exceptions, these correlations are maintained in the two species. For example, circumference, ring width and height of trees are highly correlated due to their allometric structural relationships. Similarly allometric relationships may contribute as well to the genetic correlation among leaf size related morphological traits. Evolutionary correlations may be noticeable for leaf traits contributing to species differentiation. Indeed petiole length (PL), pubescence (HR), number of intercalary veins (NV) and lamina basal shape (BS), which have been recognized 515 as species diagnostic traits (Kremer et al., 2002) , are correlated in both species. However one pair of diagnostic trait exhibits genetic correlation with opposite signs in both species (HR/PL) thus suggesting different evolutionary trait changes within each species. Correlation between leaf unfolding and timing of flowering is most likely driven by developmental integration, while leaf senescence is not correlated with spring phenology confirming earlier observations in Q. petraea (Firmat et al., 2017) . Functional relationships underlie the correlations among physiological 520 traits investigated in our study, which are mostly involved in water metabolism. Secondary metabolites segregate in two groups of compounds (VNL, CNFL, SYRG, PNTL, 2PHL) and (CSTG, VSCL, VSCG) exhibiting high genetic correlations within groups and low but significant correlations among the two groups. These results suggest that the two groups are likely involved in different biochemical pathways, triggering resistance or susceptibility to herbivory (Carmona et al., 2011) .
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Overall traits belonging to different functional categories are poorly correlated across categories (Figure7). For example, growth traits were only slightly correlated to bud phenology, and to wood density, and only seldomly to physiological traits. These results may indicate that different trait categories may evolve independently with slight genetic constraints imposed by correlation among different functional categories. However, few traits from different categories were genetically correlated, as δ 13 C and LUs, for which QTLs have been detected on the same linkage 530 group (Brendel et al., 2008, C. Bodénès pers. comm.) . However, in Q. robur the correlation is significant in the second generation only, and in Q. petraea it is significant in the first generation only.
We observed changes of the sign of correlation between generations which could be either due to ontogenic differences in the development stage at which measures were done on G1 and G2 or to genetic changes over generations. Trees of G2 were far younger than G1 trees when they were analysed, thus the difference in correlation between leaf 535 unfolding and height between generations in Q. robur could be due to ontogenic differences in traits expression. Similarly, the difference in correlation sign between δ 13 C and δ 15 N can be due to a difference in isotopic composition between old and young trees.
Concluding remarks for future in situ estimation of genetic variances in trees 540
In this study we explored different ways for estimating evolutionary important genetic parameters in situ in an intensively studied oak forest. We identified limits for implementing the promising method consisting in assessing genomic relatedness in an extant stand, given the overall low variance of genetic relatedness and the rather low sampling sizes of currently used long term genetic plots in forestry. These limits can be overcome if larger sample sizes are considered, or if the approach is extended over the next generation. Overlapping age structured cohorts are often present in forest stands, and therefore allow to deepen the genetic relatedness among trees. Depending on the resources available, increasing the completeness of relatedness can be achieved by either doing a parentage analysis over two cohorts (as we did in our study) or by retrieving genomic relatedness among all sampled trees in the two cohorts. As shown in our example, parentage reconstruction resulted in larger variances of genetic relatedness as half sib and full sib progenies were identified, while half sib and full sib relationships were extremely rare in the adult cohort. This 550 is an almost trivial outcome of the different demographic structures in an adult and juvenile cohort. Juvenile cohorts live in higher densities and thus maintain sib relationship while adult cohorts are less dense and have lost sib-sib relationships. The two generation strategy may further benefit from the additional phenotypic data recorded in the two cohorts. However this approach should be limited to traits that do not show genetically controlled developmental changes. To conclude, we anticipate that the extension of sample sizes and multiple generations assessments will 555 enhance approaches for estimating genetic variances in forest ecosystems.
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